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Hear Me Now Sep 21 2021 A brand-new
collection of original audition pieces written by
and for actors of colour, commissioned by
Tamasha Theatre Company and edited by
Titilola Dawudu, with a foreword by Noma
Dumezweni. Hear Me Now is a unique
collection of over eighty original audition
monologues, expressly created by a range of
award-winning writers brought together by
producer Titilola Dawudu and Tamasha Theatre
Company. They're ideal for actors of colour
searching for speeches for auditions or
training, writers, teachers, and theatre-makers
who are passionate about improving diversity.

The book provides varied, nuanced stories that
expand beyond the range of existing material
available – from a cross-dressing Imam, to the
first Black Prime Minister, the British Indian
girl with dreams of becoming a country music
star, or the young Black boy who loves baking
as much as football – Hear Me Now is an
essential tool for actors of colour to showcase
their range, and seeks to inspire, empower, and
create a legacy for generations to come.
Luigi's Mansion: Dark Moon May 30 2022
Luigi's Mansion: Dark Moon Prima Official
Game Guide includes: · Tips for defeating every
enemy and boss · Solutions to every puzzle in
the game · Details about every gadget in the
game and when best to utilize them · Detailed
maps of every mansion and level · Strategies for

the brand new multiplayer mode
Power Plays Sep 29 2019 Jessie has left the
close friendships she’s had since her childhood
and isn’t having an easy time fitting into her
new Grade Nine class. An older girl, Kim, takes
a disliking to her, pushing her around and
setting her up to be attacked by a group of
really rough kids who land her in jail. It looks
like life is going to be downhill from now on.
Then, because she used to play ringette, Jessie
is invited to try out for the girls hockey team.
She doesn’t expect to like it, but as her skills
grow, she makes new friends – girls who
respect each other and rely on each other’s
strength and hard work. Some even help her
resist the bullies, until she can stand up for
herself – stand up to Kim, who’s a pretty good
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hockey player herself, although not as good as
she thinks she is. A fast-paced story about
hockey, peer pressure and finding yourself.
A Manual for Writers of Research Papers,
Theses, and Dissertations, Eighth Edition
Nov 11 2020 A little more than seventy-five
years ago, Kate L. Turabian drafted a set of
guidelines to help students understand how to
write, cite, and formally submit research
writing. Seven editions and more than nine
million copies later, the name Turabian has
become synonymous with best practices in
research writing and style. Her Manual for
Writers continues to be the gold standard for
generations of college and graduate students in
virtually all academic disciplines. Now in its
eighth edition, A Manual for Writers of
Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations has
been fully revised to meet the needs of today’s
writers and researchers. The Manual retains its
familiar three-part structure, beginning with an
overview of the steps in the research and
writing process, including formulating
questions, reading critically, building
arguments, and revising drafts. Part II provides
an overview of citation practices with detailed
information on the two main scholarly citation
styles (notes-bibliography and author-date), an
array of source types with contemporary
examples, and detailed guidance on citing
online resources. The final section treats all
matters of editorial style, with advice on
punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
abbreviations, table formatting, and the use of

quotations. Style and citation recommendations
have been revised throughout to reflect the
sixteenth edition of The Chicago Manual of
Style. With an appendix on paper format and
submission that has been vetted by dissertation
officials from across the country and a
bibliography with the most up-to-date listing of
critical resources available, A Manual for
Writers remains the essential resource for
students and their teachers.
Play for Glory Jul 28 2019 PLAY FOR GLORY
is about contract bridge and how top experts
win tournaments favoring notrump over suit
contracts in deals where most players continue
to follow common but inferior bidding
practices.
Bookseller and the Stationery Trades' Journal
Jul 08 2020
Pokemon Omega Ruby & Pokemon Alpha
Sapphire Dec 01 2019 Provides detailed
information on hundred of characters from the
Pokâemon video game and advice on such
topics as changing forms, evolution and
reversion, items to collect, and types of moves
and the characters that use them.
Nanotechnology in Industrial Wastewater
Treatment Dec 13 2020 Nanotechnology in
Industrial Wastewater Treatment is a state of
the art reference book. The book is particularly
useful for wastewater technology development
laboratories and organizations. All professional
and academic areas connected with
environmental engineering, nanotechnology
based wastewater treatment and related
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product design are incorporated and provide an
essentialresource. The book describes the
application and synthesis of Ca-based and
magnetic nano-materials and their potential
application for removal/treatment of heavy
metals from wastewater. Nanotechnology in
Industrial Wastewater Treatment discusses the
rapid wastewater treatment methods using Cabased nanomaterials and magnetic
nanomaterials. This is an emerging area of new
science and technology in wastewater
treatment. The main audiences for the book are
water industry professionals, research scholars
and students in the area of Environmental
Engineering and Nanotechnology. Authors: Dr.
Arup Roy Department of Mining Engineering,
Geo-Environmental Lab., Indian Institute of
Technology, Kharagpur,India; and Professor
Jayanta Bhattacharya, Department of Mining
Engineering, Geo-Environmental Lab., Indian
Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India.
The Critic Apr 04 2020
Dictionary Catalog of the Research
Libraries of the New York Public Library,
1911-1971 Jan 14 2021
Generative Art Jul 20 2021 Summary
Generative Art presents both the technique and
the beauty of algorithmic art. The book includes
high-quality examples of generative art, along
with the specific programmatic steps author
and artist Matt Pearson followed to create each
unique piece using the Processing
programming language. About the Technology
Artists have always explored new media, and
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computer-based artists are no exception.
Generative art, a technique where the artist
creates print or onscreen images by using
computer algorithms, finds the artistic
intersection of programming, computer
graphics, and individual expression. The book
includes a tutorial on Processing, an open
source programming language and
environment for people who want to create
images, animations, and interactions. About the
Book Generative Art presents both the
techniques and the beauty of algorithmic art. In
it, you'll find dozens of high-quality examples of
generative art, along with the specific steps the
author followed to create each unique piece
using the Processing programming language.
The book includes concise tutorials for each of
the technical components required to create
the book's images, and it offers countless
suggestions for how you can combine and reuse
the various techniques to create your own
works. Purchase of the print book comes with
an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook
from Manning. Also available is all code from
the book. What's Inside The principles of
algorithmic art A Processing language tutorial
Using organic, pseudo-random, emergent, and
fractal processes
=============================
==================== Table of
Contents Part 1 Creative Coding Generative
Art: In Theory and Practice Processing: A
Programming Language for ArtistsPart 2
Randomness and Noise The Wrong Way to

Draw A Line The Wrong Way to Draw a Circle
Adding Dimensions Part 3 Complexity
Emergence Autonomy Fractals
Pokémon Black Version 2, Pokémon White
Version 2 Apr 28 2022 A guide to the second
Black and White versions of the popular game
provides strategies, techniques, and
descriptions of all the Pokâemon.
Structural Awareness in Complex Product
Design Jan 02 2020
The Fellowship Of The Ring Feb 01 2020 Begin
your journey into Middle-earth... The
inspiration for the upcoming original series on
Prime Video, The Lord of the Rings: The Rings
of Power. The Fellowship of the Ring is the first
part of J.R.R. Tolkien’s epic adventure The Lord
of the Rings. One Ring to rule them all, One
Ring to find them, One Ring to bring them all
and in the darkness bind them. Sauron, the
Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings of
Power—the means by which he intends to rule
Middle-earth. All he lacks in his plans for
dominion is the One Ring—the ring that rules
them all—which has fallen into the hands of the
hobbit, Bilbo Baggins. In a sleepy village in the
Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds himself faced
with an immense task, as his elderly cousin
Bilbo entrusts the Ring to his care. Frodo must
leave his home and make a perilous journey
across Middle-earth to the Cracks of Doom,
there to destroy the Ring and foil the Dark Lord
in his evil purpose.
Kingdom Hearts Ultimania: The Story Before
Kingdom Hearts III Sep 09 2020 A gorgeous
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oversized hardcover collecting Kingdom Hearts
art and trivia, leading up to the events of
Kingdom Hearts III! Enter the magical worlds
of Disney as featured in the hit game series!
This tome meticulously showcases each of
Kingdom Hearts' unique worlds, characters,
and equipment, encompassing all the games
predating Kingdom Hearts III. Explore
character profiles from icons like King Mickey
and Goofy, to modern favorites like Tron or
Captain Jack Sparrow. Study detailed
summaries of each games story, along with rare
concept designs and storyboards! No stone is
left unturned in this grand overview, which
includes content from: Kingdom Hearts Final
Mix Kingdom Hearts Chain of Memories
Kingdom Hearts 358/2 Days Kingdom Hearts II
Final Mix Kingdom Hearts Coded Kingdom
Hearts Birth by Sleep Kingdom Hearts 3D
Dream Drop Distance Kingdom Hearts
Unchained X Dark Horse Books, Square Enix,
and Disney present Kingdom Hearts Ultimania:
The Story Before Kingdom Hearts III. This
original English translation of the Japanese fan
favorite reference guide is sure to capture the
imaginations of Disney fans and gamers
everywhere!
Cinema 4D 11 Workshop Aug 28 2019 Model,
texture and animate with Cinema 4D 11 using
the techniques and tips provided in Cinema 4D
11 Workshop. Starting with all of the basic
concepts, functions, and tools - follow along to
the workshop tutorials that deliver a hands-on
knowledge of the new R11 toolset as well as the
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returning advanced features. The companion
website provides all of the required tutorial
media from the projects in the book so that you
create your own working models and
animations.
Metroid: Samus Returns Jan 26 2022
Complete Walkthrough: Traverse the Metroidinfested planet SR388 using the most effective
strategies, with tips and tricks straight from
Metroid experts! All Collectible Items: We show
you how to get every weapon, ability upgrade,
and power-up. Detailed Maps: Our maps are
distinctly illustrated to help you navigate every
area and find every secret. Exhaustive Enemy
Database: We cover the behavior patterns and
weaknesses of every foe in the game. Never be
caught off guard! Unlockables: Unlock all
endings, bonus content, and more! Free MobileFriendly eGuide: Includes a code to access the
eGuide, a web-access version of the complete
guide optimized for a second-screen
experience.
The British National Bibliography Dec 25
2021
The Amstrad Notepad Advanced User
Guide Aug 21 2021
Manual de 3DS Max 2013 Sep 02 2022 Nuestra
Colección Manuales ofrece cursos prácticos de
los más importantes programas del sector
informático dirigidos tanto a usuarios noveles
como a usuarios que trabajan habitualmente
con esos programas y desean ampliar sus
conocimientos. En este Manual dedicado a 3ds
Max 2013, el conocido programa de diseño y

animación 3D de la compañía Autodesk, se
estudian en profundidad todas sus utilidades.
Mediante sencillos, y a la vez elaborados
ejemplos que el alumno desarrollará de
principio a fin, se describen detalladamente las
herramientas del programa. 3ds Max 2013 no
ha incorporado notables cambios en su interfaz
ni en sus herramientas, aunque sí ha incluido
algunas nuevas funciones que facilitan el
trabajo y permiten obtener resultados más
espectaculares. Con la nueva barra Viewport
Layout, el usuario podrá tener mejor
organizado su espacio de trabajo, ya que
permite obtener y guardar diferentes
configuraciones de los visores; además, se ha
añadido una nueva herramienta de creación de
splines, Egg, que permite crear objetos planos
con esa forma; también se han introducido
mejoras en algunos modificadores, como Hair
and Fur, y gPoly. Gracias a estas mejoras,
muchos procedimientos resultan claramente
más sencillos. También se presentan mejoras
en el proceso de renderización, introduciendo
el nuevo sistema State Sets, que permite crear
instantáneas de diferentes estados de la
escena. Garantizamos que si el lector realiza
correctamente todos los ejercicios que
componen este volumen, conocerá en
profundidad muchas de las utilidades de este
complejo y podrá aplicar los conocimientos
avanzados adquiridos sobre sus propios diseños
personales o profesionales (creación de
animaciones, entornos virtuales
tridimensionales, videojuegos, etc.),
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aprovechando así al máximo las principales
utilidades que ofrece el programa.
History of The Nintendo 64 Feb 24 2022 The
complete 'History of The Nintendo 64', the
greatest console of the 90's, dives head first
behind the scenes and shows you how the
console was conceived, the difficulties Nintendo
faced as well as showcasing a complete list of
hardware and software launched for the
console. From development kits and prototypes,
to unreleased never seen before games and
software, this truly is a 'must have' in the
collection of any retro gaming enthusiast. Learn
the development stories behind classic retro
video games such as 'GoldenEye', 'Starfox 64',
the 'Star Wars' video game series and the
'Mario' series as well as other exclusive hit
titles. Join the author as he counts down his top
100 games for the system and rates all the best
titles. This is the unofficial 'History of Nintendo
64', for the gamers. - Introduction from the
author. - Learn the development stories from
top titles. - Beautifully designed book with 100's
of images. - 50 pages of content. - Complete
hardware section. - Top 100 N64 games of all
time. This is the first book in a series by
'Console Gamer Magazine'. Look forward to
more in the series on different retro video game
systems. Author: Brian C Byrne Language:
English Only. Series: Console Gamer Magazine.
Website:
http://www.consolegamermagazine.com
Mega Man Battle Network May 18 2021 Mega
Man Battle Network reinvented the classic
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Capcom franchise as an exciting, action-packed
RPG, and reintroduced Mega Man to a whole
new generation of gamers. Mega Man Battle
Network: Official Complete Works collects the
stunning artwork of all six Battle Network
games, as well as Network Transmission and
Operate Shooting Star. Inside you'll find
character designs, promotional art, rarely seen
pieces, and plenty of creator commentary
Management Information Systems Mar 04
2020 Management Information Systems
provides comprehensive and integrative
coverage of essential new technologies,
information system applications, and their
impact on business models and managerial
decision-making in an exciting and interactive
manner. The twelfth edition focuses on the
major changes that have been made in
information technology over the past two years,
and includes new opening, closing, and
Interactive Session cases.
History of Nintendo: Volume One (Console
Gamer Magazine) Mar 28 2022 This is the
History of Nintendo, Volume One. 3-in-1
collection of Console Gamer Magazine with
over 140+ full color pages of retro goodness. In
this volume, we take a trip back to where it all
began, deep diving into the Nintendo
Entertainment System, then the Super
Nintendo, and finally the Nintendo 64. Get a
peek behind the scenes and read how the
consoles were conceived, the difficulties
Nintendo faced as well as showcasing a
complete list of hardware and software

launched for each console. From development
kits and prototypes, to unreleased never seen
before games and software, this truly is a 'must
have' in the collection of any retro gaming
enthusiast. This is the first Volume Collection in
the Console Gamer Magazine series, and
includes: - #01 History of the Nintendo
Entertainment System. (NES) - #02 History of
the Super Nintendo. (SNES) - #03 History of
the Nintendo 64. (N64) What's inside?: - 3
Books in 1 (140+ pages of content) - Reviews,
development stories, unreleased titles & more. Beautifully designed book with 100's of images.
- Complete hardware section. - Top 100 games
of all time. Available in both digital & print.
First published August 2019. Author: Brian C
Byrne Language: English Only. Series: Console
Gamer Magazine. Website:
http://www.consolegamermagazine.com
Manual de 3DS Max 2011 Oct 03 2022 En
este manual dedicado a 3ds Max 2011, el
programa más conocido de diseño y animación
3D de la compañía Autodesk, se estudian en
profundidad todas sus utilidades. En el libro se
describen detalladamente las herramientas del
programa mediante sencillos y a la vez
elaborados ejercicios prácticos que el lector
desarrollará de principio a fin. La versión 2011
de 3ds Max no ha incorporado notables
cambios en su interfaz ni en sus herramientas,
aunque sí ha incluido herramientas que
facilitan el trabajo y permiten obtener
resultados más espectaculares. El mejorado
Viewport canvas hace que el programa sea más
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intuitivo y fácil de utilizar, haciendo que cada
vez se parezca más a reconocidos programas
como Photoshop. Gracias a estas mejoras,
muchos procedimientos resultan claramente
más sencillos. Además, la nueva herramienta
Object paint hará que los resultados sean más
reales y asombrosos de una forma más sencilla
y rápida. Garantizamos que si el lector realiza
correctamente todos los ejercicios que
componen los 10 apartados de este volumen
conocerá en profundidad muchas de las
utilidades de este complejo programa que es
3ds Max y podrá aplicar los conocimientos
avanzados adquiridos sobre sus propios diseños
personales o profesionales (creación de
animaciones, entornos virtuales
tridimensionales, videojuegos, etc.),
aprovechando así al máximo las principales
utilidades que ofrece el programa. Nuestra
Colección Manuales ofrece cursos prácticos de
los más importantes programas del sector
informático dirigidos tanto a usuarios noveles
como a usuarios que trabajan habitualmente
con esos programas y desean ampliar sus
conocimientos.
Corpse Party: Blood Covered, Vol. 1 Oct 30
2019 A stormy night. A harmless ghost story. A
silly pact intended to symbolize their
friendship. But before the students of class 2-9
at Kisaragi Academy even know what's
happening, they've been swept up in a living
nightmare that threatens to consume them all.
When the spirits emerge, will even their friends
be left to hear them scream...?
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Advances in Ergonomics in Design Jun 26 2019
This book provides readers with a timely
snapshot of ergonomics research and methods
applied to the design, development and
prototyping—as well as the evaluation, training
and manufacturing—of products, systems and
services. Combining theoretical contributions,
case studies and reports on technical
interventions, it covers a wide range of topics in
ergonomic design including ecological design;
cultural and ethical aspects in design; interface
design, user involvement and human–computer
interaction in design; as well as design for
accessibility and many others. The book
particularly focuses on new technologies such
as virtual reality, state-of-the-art methodologies
in information design, and human–computer
interfaces. Based on the AHFE 2020 Virtual
Conference on Ergonomics in Design, held on
July 10–16, 2020, the book offers a timely guide
for both researchers and design practitioners,
including industrial designers,
human–computer interaction and user
experience researchers, production engineers
and applied psychologists.
Lost in the Valley of Death Feb 12 2021
NATIONAL BESTSELLER In the vein of Jon
Krakauer's Into the Wild, a riveting work of
narrative nonfiction centering on the unsolved
disappearance of an American backpacker in
India—one of at least two dozen tourists who
have met a similar fate in the remote and
storied Parvati Valley. For centuries, India has
enthralled Westerners looking for an exotic

getaway, a brief immersion in yoga and
meditation, or, in rare cases, a true pilgrimage
to find spiritual revelation. Justin Alexander
Shetler, an inveterate traveler trained in
wilderness survival, was one such seeker. In his
early thirties, Justin quit his job at a tech
startup and set out on a global journey—across
the United States by motorcycle, then down to
South America, and on to the Philippines,
Thailand, and Nepal—in search of authentic
experiences and meaningful encounters while
documenting his travels on Instagram. His
enigmatic character and magnetic personality
gained him a devoted following who lived
vicariously through his adventures. But the
ever-restless explorer was driven to seek out
ever-greater extremes, and greater risks, in
what had become a personal quest—his own
hero’s journey. In 2016, he made his way to the
Parvati Valley, a remote and rugged corner of
the Indian Himalayas steeped in mystical
tradition and shrouded in darkness and danger.
There he spent weeks studying under the
guidance of a sadhu, an Indian holy man, living
and meditating in a cave. At the end of August,
accompanied by the sadhu, he set off on a
spiritual journey to a holy lake—one from which
he would never return. Lost in the Valley of
Death is about one man’s search to find
himself, in a country where, for many
Westerners, the path to spiritual enlightenment
can prove fraught, even treacherous. But it is
also a story about all of us and the ways,
sometimes extreme, we seek fulfillment in life.
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Autodesk 3ds Max 2014 Bible Aug 01 2022 A
complete reference covering the newest version
of 3ds Max software Autodesk 3ds Max is the
popular 3D modeling, animation, rendering,
and compositing software preferred by game
developers and graphic designers in film and
television. This comprehensive reference not
only introduces beginners to this pricey and
complex software, but also serves as a
reference for experienced users. Packed with
expert advice from popular author Kelly
Murdock, it begins with a Quick Start tutorial
to get you up and running, then continues with
more than 150 step-by-step tutorials, advanced
coverage, and plenty of tips and timesavers.
3ds Max is professional modeling and
animation software used in the film, television,
and game development industries; this
complete guide gets beginners started and
teaches experienced users how to take
advantage of the program's newest capabilities
Covers all the basics as well as advanced topics
including crowd simulation, particle systems,
rigid body dynamics, state sets, compositing,
radiosity, network rendering, and MAXScript
Features more than 150 step-by-step tutorials
and complete references detailing all
primitives, modifiers, materials, maps, and
controllers Companion website includes
examples from the book, unique models and
textures that you can customize, before-andafter examples from the tutorials, and bonus
Quick Starts from previous editions Autodesk
3ds Max 2014 Bible is the one book you need to
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succeed with this all-new version of 3ds Max.
Backpacker Oct 23 2021 Backpacker brings
the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep,
inspiring and enabling them to go more places
and enjoy nature more often. The authority on
active adventure, Backpacker is the world's
first GPS-enabled magazine, and the only
magazine whose editors personally test the
hiking trails, camping gear, and survival tips
they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice
Awards, an industry honor recognizing design,
feature and product innovation, has become the
gold standard against which all other outdoorindustry awards are measured.
Interactions Between Process Design and
Process Control Nov 23 2021 The volume
provides the systems engineer working in
process control, with state-of-the-art research
papers and practical applications, which will be
a valuable reference source.
Service Failures and Recovery in Tourism
and Hospitality Jun 30 2022 Tourism and
hospitality services are highly prone to servicefailure due to a high level of customeremployee contact and the inseparable,
intangible, heterogeneous and perishable
nature of these services. Service Failures and
Recovery in Tourism and Hospitality, with its
extensive coverage of the literature, presents
an invaluable source of information for
academics, students, researchers and
practitioners. In addition to its extensive
coverage of the literature in terms of recent
research published in top tier journals,

chapters in the book contain student aids, reallife examples, case studies, links to websites
and activities alongside discussion questions
and presentation slides for in-class use by
teaching staff. This book is enhanced with
supplementary resources. The customizable
lecture slides can be found at:
www.cabi.org/openresources/90677
Computer Arts Aug 09 2020
Train Your Brain May 06 2020 Dr
Kawashima's brain training will change your
life... Like the body, the brain needs exercise.
And Dr Ryuta Kawashima, world-renowned
professor of neuroscience at Tohoku University
and the expert behind the bestselling computer
game Dr Kawashima's Brain Training, has
dedicated his life to researching exactly how we
can make our brains work better. Here are the
results - in a highly rewarding programme of
carefully chosen, yet deceptively simple
activities. Each day you fill in a worksheet of
exercises and with weekly self-tests and a
personal logbook you can track your progress.
Taking just a few minutes a day over two
months, you really can boost your brain power
and creativity. Join the Dr Kawashima
revolution today.
Pokémon Ranger Apr 16 2021 There's a new
Ranger in town and it's you! Pokémon Ranger:
Shadows of Almia has a set of missions that
you'll need to clear. Our guide provides
incredibly detailed maps with all items and
Pokémon labeled. You'll see where to all the
Pokémon are in each area as well as every item
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so you won't miss a thing! Every mission is
listed with a Recommended Capture Sequence
and a Walkthrough. These elements show how
to best approach the area, picking up Pokémon
who can then help you clear the mission and
revealing step by step lists of what tasks you
need to complete. Along with missions,
Pokémon Ranger: Shadows of Almia includes
quests that you can take on to gain rewards.
The guide lists all the quests in the game and
tells you where to find the person who gives
you the quest, what to do to complete it, and
what your reward will be for success! A full
Pokémon Browser can also be found in our
guide. This specialized list includes all the
Pokémon you'll encounter in Pokémon Ranger:
Shadows of Almia. Each entry includes details
on the Pokémon, including its moves, locations,
and tips on how best to capture them.
Pokemon Sun and Pokemon Moon Jun 06
2020 The official hardcover strategy guide from
Pok�mon for the Pok�mon Sun & Pok�mon
Moon video games! Be prepared for each part
of your journey with the step-by-step
walkthrough and extensive hints in Pok�mon
Sun & Pok�mon Moon: The Official Strategy
Guide! From your first steps as a Trainer and
through your adventure, this guide has the info
and tips to help you play like the very best.
Here's what you'll find inside: -8 high-quality
double sided lithographs of concept artwork in
a protective sleeve -Premium Hardcover Detailed walkthrough of the brand-new
Pok�mon games! -Locations of where to catch
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Pok�mon! -Lists of moves, items, and more-including how to obtain them! -Helpful tips for
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getting the most out of communication
features! -Pullout map of the region!
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Plant Breeding Abstracts Oct 11 2020
Popular Photography Jun 18 2021
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